All undergraduate students, graduate students, and postdoctoral researchers, including faculty, who work on a NSF project and who are supported by NSF funds, must satisfy the Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) training requirement. The RCR training requirement may be satisfied by completion of CITI’s Responsible Conduct of Research training modules (www.citiprogram.org). All individuals completing this requirement must affiliate to UPRM as a CITI participating institution to obtain evidence of training. NSF also requires tracking of compliance with the training requirement. It is the responsibility of the PI to ensure that all personnel supported by a NSF grant meet the RCR training requirement. PI's should send documentation of training for anyone supported on a NSF grant to the UPRM R&D Center. CITI training completion reports for UPRM affiliated members can be requested through the R&D Center's Proposal Development Unit (PDU).